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Spotlight on Southwestern Illinois Commercial Real Estate
Joe Hardin, Broker Associate, BARBERMurphy Group Inc.
By KERRY L. SMITH
Joe Hardin, broker associate at the
BARBERMurphy Group in Shiloh,
transitioned
into the real
estate business
in 2000 after
a 26-year
career with
Southwestern
Bell. Bringing
his business
expertise as
a SW Bell
area manager
along with
Hardin

him, Hardin - who has been with
BARBERMurphy since mid-2006 specializes in land and commercial
properties in St. Clair and Monroe
counties.
A long-time resident of Columbia, Ill.,
Hardin knows Monroe County well. He
also understands what many of his fellow
commercial real estate colleagues do deals are taking longer than ever to see to
completion in today’s economy.
Case in point: the Columbia Lakes
development, a $30 million deal that has
been in the works for about a year and a
half. The upscale, all-brick, multi-family
community to be built on the north end

of Columbia by an out-of-area developer
who has roots in the St. Louis market,
has required hours of meetings and
governmental reviews. Although the deal
has not yet closed, Hardin says the city
and the developer have been making a lot
1         
The project will include a lake and other
amenities to take advantage of the natural
topography on the 30-acre site.
One of his most important
responsibilities, says Hardin, is to
help clients understand all of the
issues involved in a deal, whether it be
purchasing a site for a building project,
the sale or purchase of a building or the

details in a lease. Hardin’s specialties also
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warehouse space.
Hardin has just been named chairman
of the Monroe County Economic
Development Council for the coming
year and is ending his one-year term
as the immediate past-president of the
Realtor Association of Southwestern
Illinois. He is an active member of the
Columbia, Ill. Chamber of Commerce.
Hardin also serves as chairman of the
Illinois Association of Realtors’ Economic
Development Committee; which he says
frequently lobbies for property owner
rights.

David Wittenauer, Vice President, NAI DESCO
By KATE GENO
and investment properties.
NAI DESCO is a full-service brokerage
Headquartered in Clayton, Mo., NAI
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institutional
better serve the Southern Illinois market.
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and individual
owners of real
and three dedicated support staff members
estate as well
who work with clients looking for
as tenants and
opportunities throughout the region.
buyers. The
Vice President David Wittenauer says the
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and has recently been successful in
corporate real
estate services
closing transactions with Menards Home
and brokerage
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of industrial,
in Belleville and Fairview Heights.
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medical,
is also active in owner representation
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Wittenauer

including the sale of the former Wonder
Bread store in Edwardsville for the
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the new owner in acquiring long-term
leases with AT&T and Supplement
Superstore. Additionally, NAI DESCO
represented an owner in the negotiation of
a long-term lease with DaVita on Green
Mount Road in Shiloh.
NAI DESCO is the St. Louis regional
partner of its umbrella company, NAI
Global, one of the world’s largest real
  /1  % /  ?V8
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billion in average annual volume.
Brokers offer their local expertise and

knowledge to clients with the support
of the company’s national resources.
NAI DESCO provides comprehensive
commercial real estate services that result
in better options for its clients. Wittenauer
says that through outreach to other
   / / 0+ J Q 
team offers a wider range of opportunities
and exposure on any given project.
In addition, every NAI DESCO broker
is equipped with the latest technology and
resources to be as informative as possible.
Ongoing training and development
programs ensure effective use of these
tools and results in added value to each
transaction.

Robert Anna, CCIM, Broker Associate, Johnson Properties Inc.
By KATE GENO
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Robert Anna has served clients in the
The company recently closed a buildSouthwestern Illinois real estate market
to-suit project in O’Fallon Regency Park
 / MYYM
for tenants Bella Milano Restaurant,
and has been
Global Brew Tap House and The Egg & I
a member of
Restaurant.
the Johnson
JPI has also been experiencing more
Properties
business from local banks including
team since the
Centrue Bank, First Community State
company was
Bank and First Clover Leaf Bank.
established.
Local churches are working with JPI
He is very
to sell surplus properties, Anna says.
positive about
Clients include The Catholic Diocese
the increase in
1   Z  3/ 
<%3/   School in East Alton; The Catholic
retail leasing
Diocese of Belleville in the marketing
Anna

of St. Catherine’s Church & School;
Immaculate Conception Church & School;
and St. Patrick’s Church & School.
Anna says Johnson Properties is
currently marketing 8,348 square feet of
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Glen Carbon. Shenanigan’s Sports Bar &
Grill in Edwardsville is currently for sale.
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an outside patio. On the manufacturing/
industrial side, there is a 22,880-square   / 1 /     
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As the residential market improves, JPI
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Staunton Road in Edwardsville and a 63acre site that is available on Troy/O’Fallon
Road in Troy.
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in commercial and industrial real estate,
development land sales, build-to- suit
projects and investment properties
throughout Southwestern Illinois. JPI’s
main focus is to provide brokerage
services of commercial properties to
small and large corporations and to
help landowners sell their land for
development. Anna’s commercial specialty
is investment property.

News from Around the Nation
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Inspection ﬁnds ﬂaws in audits of 23 brokerages
By MARCY GORDON
AP Business Writer
August 20, 2012
WASHINGTON (AP) - A watchdog
agency for the accounting industry says
3   !   
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Public Company Accounting Oversight
Board covered a sample of 23 audits of
      0M8 //  
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audits, the board said in a report Monday.
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inspection.
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failure to adequately verify how much
 / /        
against potential losses and the accuracy
         
provided.
The report didn’t name the auditing
        
were reviewed. But the brokerages whose
audits were inspected are a small slice of
 P+P88       
with the Securities and Exchange
Commission that serve individual and
institutional investors.
The board said its inspection results

show that some auditors weren’t properly
   01  
independent check on the brokerages.
“Even with this small group of audits
inspected thus far, the results are
disturbing,’’ board member Jeanette
Franzel, a former managing director of
    //  0'/ +
the auditing agency for the federal
government, said in a statement.
      ;  
accounting board are a former SEC
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executive, a lawyer and a former Senate
aide.
Lynn Turner, a former SEC chief
accountant, called the frequency of
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“mind boggling.’’ He said it was
especially striking coming after Bernard
Madoff’s massive investment fraud,
which raised pointed questions about the
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quickly from this inspection report and
learn how to, and do in fact, perform
audits as they should be performed,’’
Turner said in an emailed message.
Congress created the oversight board in
2002 to replace the accounting industry’s
own regulators in response to the wave of

business scandals that began with Enron
Corp. The board has subpoena power and
authority to discipline accountants. Its
operations are funded by fees on public
companies, which pay according to their
size.
The board has been inspecting
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companies since it started operations
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million for alleged lapses in three audits
of Medicis Pharmaceutical Corp. It was
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to include inspecting audits of securities
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Monday relate to brokerages’ protection
of customer money. For example, some
securities brokerages are required to
maintain a reserve account for customers’
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that claimed an exemption from that
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properly verify that the brokerages were
entitled to the exemption, the inspection
found.
And in two of the nine audits involving
brokerages that were required to maintain
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verify that the accounts were designated
for customer use only.
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necessarily mean that the brokerages
hadn’t properly safeguarded customers’
money. But the results show that the
auditors weren’t following standards for
monitoring brokerages’ compliance with
federal rules, it said.
The inspection found that one
//       
to maintain its independence from the
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independence by helping the brokerage
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the report said.
The accounting board’s inspectors
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no disciplinary actions. If the board
determines in future inspections that a
     111   / +
it may be grounds for a disciplinary
sanction, board spokeswoman Colleen
Brennan said.
She said the board may report to the
SEC and other regulators information on
possible violations of law by brokerage


